CertainTeed’s DiamondDeck® High Performance Synthetic Underlayment is manufactured to provide best-in-class performance in terms of both weather protection and contractor safety.

DiamondDeck is a synthetic, scrim-reinforced, water-resistant underlayment that can be used beneath shingle, shake, metal or slate roofing. It has exceptional dimensional stability compared to standard felt underlayment. Felt underlayment can wrinkle when it becomes wet and “telegraph” those wrinkles through to the shingles applied over it. DiamondDeck eliminates this problem and its special top surface treatment provides excellent slip resistance, even when wet.

DiamondDeck’s 10 square roll (4-foot wide and 250-foot long) is easier to handle and faster to apply than standard felt rolls.
DiamondDeck® Underlayment

Features/Benefits
• Lightweight - Easy to work with and carry
• Excellent 180-day UV stability* - Finish roof when you are ready
• Excellent tear resistance - Durability, reduced puncture risk
• Superior wet/dry traction - Work faster and safer
• Cool gray surface color - More comfortable working environment

Product Specifications
• Construction: 12 mil multi-layer
• Roll size: 10 squares (48” wide x 250’ long)
• Weight per roll: 38 lbs.
• Rolls per pallet: 25
• Pallet weight: 1,040 lbs.

*Note: Based on standard accelerated QUV testing, the 180-day Ultraviolet resistance refers to standardized testing conducted to ensure the product will not physically degrade when exposed to UV. It is NOT related to withstanding water, snow, or wind. DiamondDeck Synthetic Roofing Underlayment is water resistant; it is NOT WATERPROOF primary barrier. DO NOT USE DiamondDeck Synthetic Roofing Underlayment as a temporary roof to protect property or possessions. Primary roofing should be installed immediately after underlayment installation if possible.